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Summary
The transcription elongation factor TFIIS induces mRNA
cleavage by enhancing the intrinsic nuclease activity
of RNA polymerase (Pol) II. We have diffused TFIIS into
Pol II crystals and derived a model of the Pol II-TFIIS
complex from X-ray diffraction data to 3.8 Å resolution.
TFIIS extends from the polymerase surface via a pore
to the internal active site, spanning a distance of 100 Å.
Two essential and invariant acidic residues in a TFIIS
loop complement the Pol II active site and could position a metal ion and a water molecule for hydrolytic
RNA cleavage. TFIIS also induces extensive structural
changes in Pol II that would realign nucleic acids in
the active center. Our results support the idea that
Pol II contains a single tunable active site for RNA
polymerization and cleavage, in contrast to DNA polymerases with two separate active sites for DNA polymerization and cleavage.
Introduction
Synthesis of eukaryotic mRNA from protein-coding
genes is carried out by RNA polymerase (Pol) II. The
mechanism of mRNA transcription has recently been
elucidated with crystallographic structures of yeast Pol
II in various forms (reviewed in Cramer, 2002a; Woychik
and Hampsey, 2002). These structures include the tenpolypeptide core of Pol II in free form (Cramer et al.,
2000, 2001), in form of an elongation complex with DNA
and RNA (Gnatt et al., 2001), and in complex with the
toxin ␣-amanitin (Bushnell et al., 2002). Backbone models of the complete 12-subunit Pol II, including the core
and the two additional subunits Rpb4 and Rpb7, have
just been reported (Armache et al., 2003; Bushnell and
Kornberg, 2003).
In the structures, the two large Pol II subunits, Rpb1
and Rpb2, line an active center cleft. One side of the
cleft is formed by a mobile “clamp,” which is connected
to the remainder of Pol II by five protein “switch” regions.
During elongation, DNA enters the cleft at two “jaws,”
the Rpb1/9 jaw and the Rpb5 jaw, and is unwound before
the active center. The DNA template strand binds to
switch regions 1 and 2, and to the “bridge” helix, which
spans the cleft. Beyond the bridge, the DNA template
strand and the nascent RNA form a nine base pair DNARNA hybrid, which is bent by nearly 90⬚ with respect to
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incoming DNA. The bridge lines a “pore” beneath the
active site, which widens toward the “bottom” face of
Pol II, creating an inverted “funnel.” The active site comprises a metal ion, called metal A, which is bound by
the Rpb1 “aspartate loop” at the entrance to the pore.
Another metal ion can bind weakly further in the pore
(Cramer et al., 2001). The relative location of nucleic
acids with respect to the two metal sites suggested
that RNA polymerization could involve a two-metal-ion
mechanism similar to that of DNA polymerases (reviewed in Cramer, 2002b).
Elongation of the mRNA chain is generally processive,
due to tight binding of a stable DNA-RNA hybrid by Pol
II. However, elongation can be blocked in various ways
(reviewed in Erie, 2002; Shilatifard et al., 2003). Certain
DNA sequences destabilize the DNA-RNA hybrid, causing reverse movement of Pol II (Nudler et al., 1997). Such
“backtracking” involves detachment of the RNA 3⬘ end
from DNA and apparently RNA extrusion into the pore
(Cramer et al., 2000). Backtracking by a few nucleotides
results in pausing, a temporary block to elongation, from
which Pol II can escape by itself. More extensive backtracking however can lead to transcriptional arrest. Escape from arrest requires cleavage of the extruded RNA
with the help of the elongation factor TFIIS (reviewed in
Fish and Kane, 2002; Wind and Reines, 2000).
TFIIS strongly enhances a weak RNA nuclease activity
that is intrinsic to Pol II (Reines, 1992; Izban and Luse,
1992; Wang and Hawley, 1993). The nuclease activity
represents the second enzymatic function of the enzyme
beside RNA polymerization (and its reverse reaction,
pyrophosphorolysis). Addition of TFIIS to paused and
arrested elongation complexes releases RNA dinucleotides and 7–9-mers, respectively (Gu and Reines, 1995).
In vitro, TFIIS-induced RNA cleavage can promote
proofreading by Pol II, which enhances the fidelity of
transcription by a mechanism subsequent to nucleotide
incorporation (Thomas et al., 1998). TFIIS was the first
Pol II transcription factor to be purified, based on promotion of efficient synthesis of long RNAs in vitro (Sekimizu
et al., 1976). In keeping with the general functions of
TFIIS in mRNA transcription, chromatin immunoprecipitation assays showed that TFIIS can associate with transcribing Pol II in vivo (Pokholok et al., 2002).
TFIIS is a modular factor that comprises an N-terminal
domain I, a central domain II, and a C-terminal domain
III. The weakly conserved domain I forms a four-helix
bundle (Booth et al., 2000) and is not required for TFIIS
activity. Domain II forms a three-helix bundle (Morin et
al., 1996; Olmsted et al., 1998), and domain III adopts a
zinc-ribbon fold with a thin protruding ␤-hairpin
(Olmsted et al., 1998; Qian et al., 1993). Domain II and
the linker between domains II and III are required for
Pol II binding, whereas domain III is essential for stimulation of RNA cleavage.
To investigate the molecular mechanism of TFIIS-stimulated RNA cleavage, we have determined a detailed threedimensional model for the Pol II-TFIIS multiprotein complex from X-ray crystallographic data extending to 3.8 Å
resolution. The Pol II-TFIIS complex model shows the
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Table 1. X-Ray Structural Analysis of the RNA Polymerase II-TFIIS Complex
Crystal

Native

TFIIS SeMet

218.9 ⫻ 395.3 ⫻ 281.0
0.9790
50–3.8 (3.94–3.8)
115 508 (9618)
96.2 (81.0)
2.9 (1.2)
0.21–0.53d
8.9 (35.5)
9.3 (1.9)
8 Zn in Pol II (10.9–5.1)
1 Zn in TFIIS (9.1)

219.7 ⫻ 394.9 ⫻ 282.3
0.9795
50–6.5 (6.73–6.5)
24 571 (2407)
100 (100)
6.1 (6.1)
0.40
7.1 (32.6)
11.6 (4.6)
8 Zn in Pol II (11.6–7.4)
1 Zn in TFIIS (4.5)
1 Se in TFIIS (7.3)

a

Data collection
Unit cell dimensions (Å)b
Wavelength (Å)
Resolution range (Å)c
Unique reflectionsc
Completeness (%)c
Redundancyc
Mosaicity (⬚)
Rsym (%)c
I/(I)3
Peaks in anomalous Fourier

a

Diffraction data were collected at beamline X06SA at the Swiss Light Source.
Crystals belong to the space group C2221.
c
Values in parentheses correspond to the highest resolution shell.
d
Due to radiation damage, the mosaicity increased during data collection, and was refined in segments of 10⬚.
b

relative location of the interacting proteins. Comparison
with previous Pol II structures reveals TFIIS-induced
structural changes in Pol II, and the relative location
of TFIIS with respect to nucleic acids, suggesting the
mechanisms of TFIIS-regulated Pol II transcription.

ordered Pol II regions were modeled as C␣-backbones,
as were TFIIS regions not accounted for by the NMR
structures. The resulting model comprises all 12 Pol II
subunits and the functional region of TFIIS (residues
148–309, Figure 2A).

Results and Discussion
Structural Analysis
The 12-subunit yeast Pol II was prepared as described
(Armache et al., 2003) and crystallized under altered
conditions (compare Experimental Procedures). Harvested crystals were incubated with a recombinant, fully
active TFIIS variant that comprises domains II and III.
The very large solvent channels of the crystals allowed
TFIIS entry and binding to its specific site on Pol II, which
is not obstructed by crystal contacts. It is intriguing that
the crystal lattice can accommodate extensive structural changes induced by TFIIS (see below). The resulting 13-polypeptide asymmetric complex has a molecular weight of 536 kDa. The crystals have a large unit
cell, a very high solvent content of almost 80%, and
are highly radiation-sensitive. Diffraction data to 3.8 Å
resolution could nevertheless be obtained with the use
of cryocooling, synchrotron radiation, and a careful data
collection strategy (Table 1).
Initial electron density maps were phased with the
core Pol II structure and were improved by solvent flipping (compare Experimental Procedures). These maps
showed positive difference density on the Pol II surface,
which could to a large extent be accounted for with the
rigid cores of the NMR structures of TFIIS domains II
and III (Morin et al., 1996; Qian et al., 1993; Olmsted et
al., 1998; Figures 1A and 2A). The positioning of the TFIIS
domains was confirmed by locating a selenomethionine
residue in domain II and the zinc ion in domain III with
the use of anomalous signals (Figure 1B, Table 1). Also
visible in the first electron density map were a long
linker between the two TFIIS domains, and extensive
structural changes in Pol II. Pol II regions that had shifted
were omitted from electron density calculation and were
manually docked to the resulting map. After rigid body
refinement, the quality of the map was very high, and
large protein side chains were generally visible. Newly

TFIIS Extends from a Polymerase Jaw
to the Active Site
The model shows that TFIIS extends along the Pol II
surface, spanning a distance of 100 Å (Figures 2 and
1B). Based on visual inspection of the model, we have
redefined the domain borders of TFIIS (Figure 2A). To
describe interactions of TFIIS with Pol II, we refer to the
nomenclature of Pol II domains and secondary structure
elements introduced previously (Cramer et al., 2001).
TFIIS domain II docks to the exposed Rpb1 jaw domain
of Pol II. The TFIIS interdomain linker extends from domain II along the Pol II surface into the funnel (Figure
2C). Domain III inserts into the Pol II pore, and approaches the polymerase active site from the bottom
face of the enzyme as predicted (Cramer et al., 2000).
The binding sites for domain III and ␣-amanitin overlap,
explaining why the toxin interferes with TFIIS activity
(Izban and Luse, 1992; Rudd and Luse, 1996; Weilbaecher et al., 2003).
TFIIS domain II comprises a bundle of three helices
(␣1–␣3, Figure 2), which had been observed for the isolated domain by NMR (Morin et al., 1996), and three
short helices, which form upon Pol II interaction (␣4–␣6).
TFIIS helices ␣1 and ␣3 pack against helix ␣40 in the
Rpb1 jaw, to bury leucines L1172 and L1176 in helix ␣40
(Figure 3A). An acidic loop following Rpb1 helix ␣40
interacts with a basic patch on TFIIS helix ␣3, which
includes residues required for TFIIS-Pol II interaction
(Figure 3A; Awrey et al., 1998). In addition, TFIIS helix ␣6
contacts Rpb1 loop ␤30–␤31 (Figure 3A). Consistently,
mutation of residue E1230 in this loop weakens Pol II
binding to TFIIS (Wu et al., 1996). The location of TFIIS
domain II at the Rpb1/9 jaw, next to the point of DNA
entry to the cleft, may be relevant for interaction of
TFIIS with the chromatin remodeling complex Swi/Snf,
revealed in a genetic screen (Davie and Kane, 2000).
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Figure 1. Structural Analysis of the Pol II-TFIIS Complex
(A) Electron density omit map. The map is contoured at 1.0  and was calculated after solvent flipping using phases from the positioned
atomic model of the 10-subunit Pol II. Omitted from map calculation were the TFIIS model, the Rpb4/7 complex, the bridge helix, and newly
ordered elements of Pol II such as the trigger loop. TFIIS is depicted as a ribbon model. TFIIS domain II, the interdomain linker, and domain
III are colored in green, yellow, and orange, respectively, and this color code is used throughout. The light green ribbon fragment in domain
III corresponds to the acidic hairpin residues D290 and E291. The side view is as in Gnatt et al. (2001), and the front view is as in Armache
et al. (2003) and Cramer et al. (2000, 2001).
(B) Anomalous difference Fourier maps. The Fouriers were calculated from anomalous differences in native (cyan net) and TFIIS-SeMet (orange
net) data, and were contoured at 2.5  and 3.0 , respectively. Peaks in the anomalous Fouriers coincide with the position of a zinc ion in
domain III (cyan sphere) and a selenium atom in M182 of domain II (orange sphere).
(C) Electron density omit map shown in (A). Depicted are the Pol II bridge helix and trigger loop, which were omitted from map calculation.
Figures were prepared with RIBBONS (Carson, 1997).

TFIIS Opens a Crevice in the Funnel
The TFIIS interdomain linker is unstructured in free TFIIS
(Olmsted et al., 1998). Upon Pol II binding, however, the
linker forms an ␣-helix (␣7), which runs along the Pol II
bottom face, near loop ␤29–␣41 and helix ␣38 in Rpb1
(Figure 3A). At the end of helix ␣7, the linker passes
through a narrow “crevice” into the funnel (Figure 2C).
The crevice is lined by loop ␣20–␣21 in the Rpb1 funnel
domain on one side, and by strand ␤32 in the Rpb1 cleft
domain on the other (Figure 3). The crevice is closed in
previous Pol II structures, and opening of the crevice
by TFIIS is partly responsible for major structural
changes in Pol II (see below). The induced folding and
polymerase interactions of the TFIIS linker are important
for function. Linker residues contribute to TFIIS activity
(Awrey et al., 1998), and confer species-specificity to
the Pol II-TFIIS interaction (Shimasaki and Kane, 2000).
Mutations that change the linker length abolish TFIIS
activity, and isolated domains II and III are not functional
(Awrey et al., 1998).
TFIIS Domain III Inserts into the Pore
TFIIS domain III is bound with its zinc binding base at
the entrance to the pore on the bottom face of Pol II
(Figures 2B, 2C, and 3B). The thin ␤-hairpin of domain
III extends along one side of the pore and approaches
the active site. Although dispensable for Pol II binding,
domain III is ordered in the electron density due to many
contacts with Pol II (Figures 2A and 3B). The base of
domain III forms a hydrophobic contact with Rpb1 residues 755–756 (Figure 3B). Several salt bridges can be
formed between charged residues at the base of domain
III and in helix ␣21 and loop ␤20–␤21 of Rpb1 (Figure

3B). The ␤-hairpin of domain III is highly flexible in free
TFIIS (Qian et al., 1993), but is fixed here by contacts
with polymerase regions that line the pore, including
Rpb1 residues in the bridge (823–830) and trigger loop
(1078–1080), and several Rpb2 residues (Figures 2A and
3B). The high conservation of the pore-lining regions
befits the high conservation of TFIIS domain III (62%
identical residues between yeast and human, Figure 2D).
The TFIIS Acidic Hairpin Complements
the Polymerase Active Site
TFIIS domain III reaches the Pol II active site with the
highly conserved loop of the protruding ␤-hairpin (Figures 2B–2D). Two invariant acidic residues in this loop,
D290 and E291, are in close proximity of the Pol II catalytic metal ion A. The two acidic hairpin residues are
essential for TFIIS activity, and even conservative mutations of these residues render TFIIS inactive (Jeon et
al., 1994). The domain III hairpin thus complements the
polymerase active site with acidic groups that are essential for TFIIS function. Pol II apparently contains a single
tunable active site for both RNA polymerization and
cleavage, instead of two catalytic sites with distinct locations. It had been suggested previously that the active
sites for RNA polymerization and cleavage are close
together or even identical (Powell et al., 1996; Rudd et
al., 1994; Wang and Hawley, 1993).
RNA Cleavage
The approximate location of the TFIIS hairpin loop with
respect to substrate RNA is revealed by superposition
of our model with the previous Pol II elongation complex
structure (Figure 4). The superposition shows that TFIIS
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Figure 2. Architecture of the Pol II-TFIIS Complex
(A) Domain organization and secondary structure of TFIIS. The diagram shows TFIIS domains with redefined borders. Secondary structure
elements (cylinders, ␣ helices; arrows, ␤ strands) are indicated above an alignment of TFIIS sequences from the yeast Saccharomyces
cerevisiae (Sc) and human (Hs). Identical and conserved residues are printed in red and light orange, respectively. The color code for TFIIS
domains is the same as described in the legend to Figure 1. Black double-headed arrows span regions for which available NMR structures
(PDB accession codes in parentheses) were placed in the experimental electron density map. Residue M182 in domain II, which was located
in the anomalous Fourier shown in Figure 1B, is indicated with an asterisk. The four cysteine residues that coordinate the zinc ion in domain
III are highlighted in cyan, and the acidic hairpin residues D290 and E291 in light green. Regions in TFIIS that are involved in Pol II interactions
are underlined with blue bars. TFIIS-interacting structural elements in Pol II subunits Rpb1 and Rpb2 are indicated below the blue bars. We
refer to the nomenclature of Pol II domains and secondary structure elements introduced previously (Figures 2 and 3 in Cramer et al., 2001).
(B) Ribbon diagram of the Pol II-TFIIS complex backbone model. The 12 subunits of Pol II are in silver. A pink sphere marks the location of
the active site metal ion A (Cramer et al., 2000, 2001). Eight structural zinc ions in Pol II and one zinc ion in TFIIS are depicted as cyan spheres.
The two views are related by a 90⬚ rotation around a vertical axis. The side view is as in Gnatt et al. (2001), and the front view is as in Armache
et al. (2003) and Cramer et al. (2000, 2001).
(C) Binding of TFIIS to the jaw, crevice, funnel and pore. TFIIS is shown as a ribbon model on the molecular surface of Pol II. The view is
from the bottom face, as indicated in (B).
(D) Conservation of TFIIS. The view is from the side as in (B). Residues that are identical or conserved between yeast and human TFIIS are
in red and orange, respectively.
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Figure 3. Details of Polymerase-TFIIS Interaction
(A, B) Two overlapping stereo views of a part of the model shown in Figure 2C, with the Pol II surface removed. Regions of Pol II that interact
with TFIIS are labeled with plain and italic lettering for subunits Rpb1 and Rpb2, respectively.

domain III comes in close proximity of the RNA, consistent with crosslinking of the RNA 3⬘ end to TFIIS (Powell
et al., 1996). The two acidic residues in the TFIIS hairpin
approach the sugar-phosphate backbone of the RNA,
as required for catalytic RNA cleavage. The RNA phosphodiester bond that is potentially cleaved is observed
in the elongation complex structure, since this complex
is apparently trapped after nucleotide incorporation, but
before translocation, adopting the pretranslocation
state (Gnatt et al., 2001). The potential scissile phosphodiester bond (blue in Figure 4C) connects the 3⬘-oxygen
in the ribose of the penultimate nucleotide with the
␣-phosphorous of the terminal RNA nucleotide, since
RNA cleavage leaves a 3⬘-OH group on the RNA, while
liberating 5⬘-phosphonucleotides (Izban and Luse,
1993b).
The exact location of chemical groups in the active
site cannot be determined at the resolution of our data.
However, the location of the TFIIS hairpin and metal ion
A with respect to the potential scissile RNA bond in the
model suggests that the mechanism of RNA cleavage
could resemble that of DNA cleavage by the Klenow
DNA polymerase. In the Klenow exonuclease active site,

two catalytic metal ions are coordinated by acidic residues (Beese and Steitz, 1991; Joyce and Steitz, 1994).
A first metal ion binds the 3⬘ oxygen of the leaving ribose.
A second metal ion and one of the acidic residues position a water molecule for an SN2-type nucleophilic attack
of the phosphorous atom from the side opposite the 3⬘
oxygen, in-line with the scissile phosphodiester bond.
In Pol II, metal A binds to the 3⬘-oxygen of the potential
scissile bond. One of the TFIIS acidic hairpin residues
could bind a metal ion B nearby, and could help position
a water molecule for hydrolytic RNA cleavage. Such a
mechanism would be consistent with the requirement
for divalent metal ions in RNA cleavage by the Pol IITFIIS complex (Izban and Luse, 1992; Reines, 1992;
Wang and Hawley, 1993; Weilbaecher et al., 2003), and
with evidence for a nucleophilic water molecule, coming
from the observation of a dramatic increase in cleavage
activity at high pH (Weilbaecher et al., 2003).
Switching between Polymerization and Cleavage
A two-metal-ion mechanism could thus underlie both
RNA cleavage (see above) and RNA polymerization by
Pol II (Cramer et al., 2001). Both polymerization and
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Figure 4. Model of a Pol II-TFIIS-Nucleic Acid Complex
(A) Side view. The DNA template strand (blue) and the RNA transcript (red) were placed onto the model of Figure 2B according to their location
in the elongation complex structure (Gnatt et al., 2001). The Rpb2 protrusion, fork, and external domains were omitted for clarity. The presumed
location of backtracked RNA is indicated as a dashed red ribbon. The arrows indicate movement of Pol II relative to the nucleic acids.
(B) Cut-away view of the model in (A) from the front. TFIIS and nucleic acids are shown as ribbon models on the molecular surface of Pol II,
which is cut along the vertical slice plane indicated in (A). The presumed path of backtracked RNA through the restricted pore is drawn as a
dashed red ribbon. The backtracked portion of RNA would be cut at the active site during TFIIS-induced RNA cleavage.
(C) Proximity of the TFIIS acidic hairpin to the potential scissile RNA phosphodiester bond. The view is as in (A). RNA was placed according
to the location in the Pol II elongation complex structure (Gnatt et al., 2001), and is shown as a stick model with phosphorous atoms highlighted
as blue spheres. The black arrow indicates the direction of a possible SN2-type nucleophilic in-line attack of the scissile bond (blue).

cleavage apparently require a metal A that is persistently
bound by the Rpb1 aspartate loop. Switching from polymerization to cleavage may however involve differential
positioning of a mobile metal ion B. For polymerization,
metal B could be recruited by the substrate nucleoside
triphosphate (NTP, Cramer et al., 2001). For cleavage in
the presence of TFIIS, the TFIIS acidic hairpin could
contribute to metal B coordination. Cleavage in the absence of TFIIS, however, would likely require additional
coordination partners for metal B. With a very recent
analysis of the nuclease activity of bacterial RNA polymerase, Goldberg and coworkers provided evidence
that during RNA cleavage metal B could be coordinated
by the phosphates of an unpaired nucleotide bound to
a site in the pore (Sosunov et al., 2003). Goldberg and
coworkers further suggest a unified two-metal-ion
mechanism for RNA synthesis and cleavage that is generally consistent with implications of our Pol II-TFIIS
model. Whereas it was observed before that complementation of an enzyme active site with a residue from
an external factor can enhance a catalytic activity
(Scheffzek et al., 1997), the unique feature of Pol II is

its capability to switch between two distinct catalytic
activities at a single active site.
Proofreading
The available Pol II structures and many biochemical
observations are consistent with the following model for
mRNA proofreading. Incorporation of the correct nucleotide drives rapid forward translocation (Nedialkov et
al., 2003). If the incorrect nucleotide is however incorporated, forward translocation is disfavored, opening a
time window for hydrolytic RNA cleavage and removal
of the misincorporated nucleotide. Alternatively, misincorporation can trigger backtracking by one nucleotide
and subsequent cleavage of a dinucleotide. Cleavage
of mononucleotides (from the pretranslocation state)
and of dinucleotides (from a backtracked state) result
in a new RNA 3⬘ end at metal A, from which polymerization can continue. Proofreading may involve mainly
cleavage of mono- and dinucleotides, so that extensive
backtracking and RNA extrusion into the pore would not
be required. Proofreading reactions can be stimulated
by TFIIS in vitro (Jeon and Agarwal, 1996; Thomas et
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al., 1998), but a contribution of TFIIS to proofreading in
vivo may not be significant (Shaw et al., 2002).

template strand from the template strand before the
active site (Cramer et al., 2001; Gnatt et al., 2001).

Pore Restriction and RNA Backtracking
Our model shows that TFIIS domain III does not block
the pore, but restricts it (Figure 4B). The restricted pore
leaves enough space for NTP entry, as required for RNA
polymerization in the presence of TFIIS (Horikoshi et al.,
1984). Restriction of the pore may explain why TFIIS
preferably releases dinucleotides (Izban and Luse, 1992,
1993a, 1993b). Modeling shows that RNA backtracking
by more than one nucleotide would result in a clash with
the TFIIS hairpin, unless RNA base stacking is given
up, and the RNA is redirected and threaded into the
restricted pore. The restricted pore is wide enough to
accommodate an RNA single strand, and likely corresponds to an RNA binding site defined previously in Pol
II-RNA binary complexes that undergo TFIIS-induced
cleavage (Johnson and Chamberlin, 1994). Extensively
backtracked RNA and TFIIS can thus bind simultaneously to the Pol II pore, as required for rescue of arrested
Pol II complexes. Consistently, the backtracked RNA 3⬘
end in an arrested bacterial RNA polymerase complex
was crosslinked to a protein fragment that lines the
restricted pore (Markovtsov et al., 1996).

Functional Conformations of Pol II
In addition to a local remodeling of the active center,
TFIIS induces a coordinated repositioning of about one
third of the polymerase mass (Figures 5C–5D). The repositioned mass includes the jaws, the clamp, and the
Rpb1 cleft and foot domains, and corresponds essentially to three previously identified mobile polymerase
modules (Cramer et al., 2001, Figure 5E). The mobile
mass is tilted toward the top face of Pol II, by up to 6 Å
at the jaws. The repositioning seems to be caused by
insertion of TFIIS into the Pol II funnel and pore. In
particular, the TFIIS linker opens the crevice, and TFIIS
domain III forms a wedge between helix ␣21 and loop
␣46–␣47 in the Rpb1 funnel and cleft domains, respectively (arrows in Figure 5B). The mobile polymerase mass
is connected to the remainder of the enzyme by the
bridge helix, the switches, and the linker between the
two Rpb9 domains, which all undergo structural
changes to accommodate the repositioning.
A major conformational change in the polymerase
upon TFIIS binding was suggested by functional studies
of TFIIS and Pol II mutants (Cipres-Palacin and Kane,
1994; Hemming et al., 2000). There is also evidence
for a conformational isomerization of Pol II upon the
transition from initiation to elongation, and for distinct
conformational states of elongating Pol II (Erie, 2002;
Palangat and Landick, 2001). Since the mobile Pol II
mass surrounds nucleic acids (Figure 5D), its repositioning could influence Pol II elongation properties, and the
observed Pol II conformation may correspond to one
of the functional states of the enzyme. Consistently,
deletion of a region in bacterial RNA polymerase that
corresponds to the Rpb1/9 jaw (Figure 5E) affects transcriptional pausing (Ederth et al., 2002).

TFIIS Remodels the Polymerase Active Center
In addition to a complementation of the Pol II active site,
TFIIS induces structural changes in the active center
(Figure 5A). These changes are revealed by a comparison of the Pol II-TFIIS complex with our recent model
of the free 12-subunit Pol II (Armache et al., 2003). Since
both models were obtained from the same crystal form,
and since TFIIS binding does not induce significant
changes in crystal packing or unit cell dimensions, the
detected structural changes can be attributed to TFIIS
binding.
Binding of TFIIS domain III induces folding of Rpb1
residues 1082–1091 (Figures 1C, 3B, and 5A), which
correspond to the “trigger loop” in bacterial RNA polymerase (Vassylyev et al., 2002). TFIIS makes potential
contacts to residues 1078–1080 just before the trigger
loop. The folded trigger loop seals off a previously observed second perforation in the polymerase cleft (“pore
2,” Cramer et al., 2000). Structural changes in the trigger
loop, and in the preceding helix ␣36, are propagated
to the bridge helix (Figure 5A). TFIIS can form several
potential contacts to Rpb1 residues 820–830, resulting
in a movement of the C-terminal half of the bridge helix
toward the top face of Pol II by 2–3 Å (Figures 1C and
5A). Changes in the bridge helix are further propagated
to switch regions 1 and 2, which move slightly outward,
resulting in a widening of the DNA-RNA hybrid binding
site (Figure 5A), which may influence the strength of
hybrid-polymerase interaction. Since both switches and
the C-terminal half of the bridge helix interact with the
DNA template strand in the elongation complex (Gnatt
et al., 2001), changes in their position will reposition
nucleic acids in the active center, maybe to facilitate
RNA cleavage. Structural changes further include ordering of “fork loop 2” (Rpb2 residues 503–508, Figure 5A),
which restricts the cleft to a diameter of 15 Å, consistent
with the proposal that this loop removes the DNA non-

Conservation of Transcript Cleavage Factors
Eukaryotic Pol III is capable of RNA cleavage, and its
C11 subunit and magnesium ions are required for this
activity (Chedin et al., 1998). C11 consists of two zinc
ribbon domains. The C-terminal zinc ribbon shows high
sequence similarity to domain III of TFIIS and comprises
the two acidic hairpin residues. Since mutation of these
two residues is lethal to yeast (Chedin et al., 1998), the
C-terminal domain of C11 may function like domain III
of TFIIS, with a corresponding acidic hairpin playing an
essential role. The N-terminal domain of C11 is related
in sequence to the N-terminal domain of Rpb9, and may
occupy the same position, since only few amino acid
residues would be required to connect it to its C-terminal
domain that would be located in the pore. This model
may also apply to the archaeal transcript cleavage factor
TFS, which shows sequence similarity to C11, and contains the acidic hairpin residues (Hausner et al., 2000).
Bacteria do not contain a TFIIS homolog, but several
lines of evidence had suggested that the bacterial transcript cleavage factors GreA and GreB function essentially like TFIIS. First, the binding site for GreB on bacterial polymerase corresponds to the rim of the Pol II funnel
where TFIIS binds (Korzheva et al., 2000, 1997). Second,
the structure of GreA, although different from that of
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Figure 5. TFIIS-Induced Structural Changes in Pol II
(A) Local remodeling of the Pol II active center. Structural elements of the active center in the Pol II-TFIIS complex are shown as ribbons in
different colors. The corresponding elements in the free 12-subunit Pol II structure are shown superimposed in beige. In the Pol II-TFIIS
complex, the trigger loop (blue) and fork loop 2 (pink) are folded, parts of the bridge helix (cyan) are shifted upward, and switches 1 and 2
(red and purple, respectively) moved outward. The DNA template strand (blue) and product RNA (red) have been placed according to the Pol
II elongation complex structure (Gnatt et al., 2001). A pink sphere marks the location of metal ion A (Cramer et al., 2000, 2001).
(B) Opening of the Pol II crevice and insertion of the TFIIS linker. Detailed view of the TFIIS linker (yellow) passing through the crevice (magenta).
The location of the two crevice-forming elements in free Pol II is shown in beige. The view is from the bottom, as in Figures 2C and 3.
(C–E) Global repositioning of the Pol II mobile mass. In (C), regions of the model in Figure 2B that are repositioned upon TFIIS binding (mobile
mass) are highlighted in magenta. In (D), changes in the mobile mass between free Pol II (beige) and the Pol II-TFIIS complex (magenta) are
shown. The models were superimposed based on the unchanged regions in the Pol II core module (Cramer et al., 2001). Arrows indicate the
direction and magnitude of movements at outer positions. The location of the incoming DNA duplex during transcription elongation is indicated
as a dashed blue circle. In (E), Pol II regions contributing to the mobile mass are shown. Subunits are colored according to the color code
used previously (Armache et al., 2003; Cramer et al., 2000, 2001).

TFIIS, shows a coiled-coil protrusion with acidic residues at the tip (Stebbins et al., 1995), which could reach
the polymerase active site just like the TFIIS acidic hairpin does. Third, like TFIIS, Gre factors can be crosslinked
to the RNA 3⬘ end (Stebbins et al., 1995).
While this paper was in revision, a manuscript by Darst
and coworkers became available that describes docking
of structures of GreB and bacterial RNA polymerase
to a 15 Å molecular envelope of the polymerase-GreB
complex derived from electron microscopy (Opalka et
al., 2003 [this issue of Cell]). Strikingly, these authors
find that the coiled coil of GreB binds in the secondary
channel of bacterial polymerase, which corresponds to
the Pol II pore, and reaches the active site with its acidic
tip. The authors further show that the acidic tip residues
are critical for Gre factor function. These findings are

fully consistent with ours and demonstrate in a powerful
way the conserved strategies employed for RNA cleavage stimulation by the structurally unrelated bacterial
and eukaryotic RNA polymerase cleavage factors.
Conclusions
We present here the X-ray structure analysis of a Pol
II complex with a transcription factor. The Pol II-TFIIS
complex structure not only provides insights into the
multiprotein interactions underlying factor function, it
also helps understanding mRNA cleavage, proofreading, and conformational control of Pol II. Comparison
with a corresponding bacterial complex (Opalka et al.,
2003 [this issue of Cell]) highlights the conserved functional principles of transcript cleavage factors. Our anal-
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ysis also supports the idea that DNA and RNA polymerases follow different strategies for nucleic acid cleavage
and proofreading. In the Klenow DNA polymerase, the
growing DNA shuttles between widely separated active
sites for DNA synthesis and cleavage, whereas in Pol II
the growing RNA remains at a single tunable active site
that switches between RNA synthesis and cleavage
modes.
Experimental Procedures
Cloning, Expression, and Purification of TFIIS
The gene encoding for a yeast TFIIS variant that includes domains
II and III (residues 131–309) was amplified by PCR from S. cerevisiae
genomic DNA, and subcloned into vector pET21b (Novagen). The
TFIIS variant was expressed in E. coli as a fusion protein containing
an amino-terminal hexahistidine tag, essentially as described (Awrey
et al., 1997). Cells were lysed by sonication in buffer A (50 mM
HEPES [pH 7.5], 300 mM NaCl, 5% glycerol, 0.3 mg/L leupeptin, 1.4
mg/L pepstatin A, 0.17 g/L PMSF, 0.33 g/L benzamidine, 10 mM
␤-mercaptoethanol, and 10 M ZnCl2). The lysate was cleared by
centrifugation and was applied to a Ni-NTA agarose column (Qiagen). The column was washed with buffer A containing 500 mM
NaCl, and the protein was eluted with a gradient of 0 mM to 500
mM imidazole in buffer A containing 500 mM NaCl. Peak fractions
were diluted 5-fold and loaded onto a Mono-S anion exchange
column (Amersham) preequilibrated with buffer A containing 100
mM NaCl. The TFIIS variant was eluted over a total of 15 column
volumes with a gradient of 100–500 mM NaCl in buffer A. This yields
two peaks, which both contain the TFIIS variant, as confirmed by
mass spectrometry. TFIIS in the two fractions shows the same apparent molecular weight in gel electrophoresis and gives rise to the
same CD spectra. Fractions of the second peak were concentrated
and applied to a Superose-12 gel filtration column (Amersham) equilibrated with buffer B (5 mM HEPES [pH 7.25], 40 mM ammonium
sulfate, 10 M ZnCl2, 10 mM DTT). The TFIIS variant eluted as a
monomer. Peak fractions were concentrated to 8 mg/mL, shockfrozen in liquid nitrogen, and stored at ⫺80⬚C. For selenomethionine
incorporation, the TFIIS variant was introduced to the methionine
auxotroph E. coli strain B834(DE3) (Budisa et al., 1995). Cells were
grown in LB medium to an OD600 of 0.7, were harvested, and were
resuspended in selenomethionine-containing minimal medium
(Budisa et al., 1995). Cells were grown for 60 min at 20⬚C, before
expression was induced with 1 mM IPTG, and continued over night.
Crystallization and Multiprotein Complex Assembly
The yeast 10-subunit Pol II core and the Rpb4/Rpb7 heterodimer
were purified as described, and the complete 12-subunit Pol II was
reconstituted as described (Armache et al., 2003). Crystals were
grown at 20⬚C with the sitting drop method by mixing 4 l of protein
solution (4 mg/mL) with 2 l of reservoir solution (850 mM ammonium-sodium tartrate, 100 mM HEPES [pH 7.5], 5 mM DTT). Crystals
grew to a maximum size of 0.3 ⫻ 0.15 ⫻ 0.10 mm. Crystals were
transferred stepwise over a period of 8 hr to their mother solution
containing additionally 0%–22% glycerol and 0–100 mM sodium
ascorbate, before they were slowly cooled down to 4–8⬚C, and incubated for another 24 hr. The solution was then exchanged by the
same solution containing additionally 1 mg/mL of the purified TFIIS
variant. Crystals were incubated for another 48–72 hr, mounted in
cryo loops, and shock frozen by plunging into liquid nitrogen.
X-Ray Structural Analysis
Complete diffraction data to 3.8 Å resolution were collected in two
wedges of 33⬚ and 42⬚ with the use of phi-slicing with 0.3⬚ increments
at the protein crystallography beamline X06SA of the Swiss light
source (Table 1). Higher resolution could not be obtained although
many crystals and different cryocooling protocols were tested. Molecular replacement with AMORE (Navaza, 1994) resulted in a unique
solution when the subunits Rpb1 and Rpb2 of the Pol II elongation
complex structure (Gnatt et al., 2001) without the clamp were used
as search model (Table 1). Using data in the range 15–7 Å resolution,
the correlation coefficient for the correct solution was 44.1, com-

pared to 26.4 for the second best solution. Electron density maps
were phased with the placed structure and were improved by solvent
flipping. Pol II regions that had shifted upon TFIIS binding were
omitted from map calculation and were manually docked to the
resulting electron density map with the program O (Jones et al.,
1991). After rigid body refinement with CNS (Brunger et al., 1998),
the crystallographic R-factor was 39.2%, using all data in the range
50–3.8 Å resolution, and without adaptation of atomic positions or
B-factors. The resulting electron density map allowed manual fitting
of the rigid three-helical core of the NMR structure of yeast TFIIS
domain II (Morin et al., 1996, Figure 1A), and the NMR structure of
human TFIIS domain III (Qian et al., 1993). Strong peaks in anomalous Fourier maps calculated with native data and data from a crystal
with selenomethionine-labeled TFIIS coincided with the location of
the zinc ion in domain III and the side chain of Met182 in domain
II, respectively, confirming the correct positioning of both TFIIS
domains (Table 1, Figure 1B). Three additional helices in TFIIS domain II (␣4–␣6), the interdomain linker, and the ␤-hairpin loop in
domain III were built into continuous electron density. Several newly
ordered Pol II regions (Rpb1 trigger loop, Rpb1 acidic loop ␣40–␤29,
Rpb2 fork loop 2, Cramer et al., 2001) were also modeled as
C␣-backbones. An N-terminal ␣ helix of Rpb4 was extended by ten
residues and the eight last ordered residues at the C terminus of
Rpb1 were modeled as a helical fragment. At the resolution of the
data, no refinement was carried out and the fitted structures were
reduced to C␣ backbones.
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